
eBooking: Truly 
Digital Air Cargo 
Search, compare, and book air cargo 

in minutes on the world’s largest 

airline network 
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Forwarders are moving 
have moved to 
eBooking
Early adapters are seeing the benefits. 
Are you?
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Faster, more accurate booking with real-time pricing 
on the world’s largest carrier network

More 
airlines 
coming 
soon!
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Book your shipment directly with the 

carrier from the same platform you 

use to find pricing and route 

information - book with multiple 

airlines, all on one website

All airlines. All bookings. One site.

“It used to take three hours to 
book air cargo, start to finish. 
Now, it takes us five minutes.”
Quim Sangés, Air 
Export/Import Coordinator

*Rates shown here are illustrative and do not reflect real rates available 
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Send a booking request to the airline, and 

receive an answer from the airline in seconds 

with up-to-the-second pricing and availability. 

Choose the flight you want, enter your AWB 

number, and confirm your shipment. 

Presto! Your shipment is booked.

From booking to 
booked in seconds
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Don’t just take our word for it.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISlt5z-1tm0


Rafael Sabucedo Martinez
Head of Business Development and Sales

“Not just 24-hour sales, but 24-hour operations, too. 
Including weekends! This allows us to provide 
exceptional customer service and experience - 

everything is smoother and simpler for the 
customer. “
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How It Works

Freight 
Forwarder

Direct eBooking with confirmation

Real-time API query for capacity and price

many more airlines rolled out soon!
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Faster. Less than 2 minutes to eBook, start to finish

Easier. Simple, straightforward booking workflow

More accurate. Avoid costly human errors 

More transparent. Real-time airline pricing and capacity

Convenient. One site.  Many airlines. All your bookings

24/7. Round-the-clock service to customers - even when 

airlines are closed

Why should I 
eBook?
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Airline

Request translated into 
airline-specific data format

The eBooking Process

Freight Forwarder WebCargo

eBooking requested

eBooking ConfirmedMail confirmation + status updated 
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Why now? 
Increased win rate: Happier 
customers book more*

Get ahead of the curve: Future 
proof your customer service 

Efficiency: Unlock a full hour of 
efficiency for each person on your 
operations team, every day

Better procurement: eBook at the 
lowest price possible, using live 
pricing to maximize margins

*The Harvard Business Review

https://hbr.org/2014/08/the-value-of-customer-experience-quantified


WebCargo lets us compare live air rates across 
carriers and book directly with confirmation in 

seconds. It saves us hours of search and 
comparison.

Jeannot Sobiestre
Branch Manager 



We understand digitizing air freight.

2,000 logistics providers

18K unique users  

90 countries with active users

1m monthly quote searches

and 2,000+ other forwarders worldwide


